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This woman is about as stupid as a rock as I told this jackass I invoke my rights under the nine
amendment six months before Hanson started his witch-hunt. In case you do not know the ninth
amendment incorporate the unalienable rights clause of the Declaration of Independence into the
Constitution. That clause states clearly the following it is the right of the People to alter or to abolish
the Government and that is what I did by invoking my rights under the 9th amendment. Additionally
the conman James Hanson try to through some lying ass bullshit at me that about let’s just say the
court rule in the SEC favor proving he is not confident to hold the position he does as it is only the
people who have a say no court or any member of the government weather elected or employed
has a say as to the right of the people to enforce this clause. Additionally the first president ever set
in the United States of America shows that one person can enforce the clause as Samuel Adams at
his own accord start the Revolutionary War. On top of all of this not one of the assholes at SEC
knows who Benjamin Graham is. It is imposable to regulate an industry when you have no
knowledge of the industry, as Graham is the inventor of the asset management industry. The must
be the reason why these asshole are conducting this witch-hunt and claiming I had no accounts
when I provided them with 7 notarized letters and Private Placement Memoria demonstrating I did
or is it the fact that I turn in Michele Obama for running a pump and dump with her Chief. It was
after getting a call asking me to manage the liquidation of the stock and then was told by their IR
person he was paying brokers to buy the stock the SEC started their witch-hunt.
I will tell you for the last time I invoke the ninth amendment, you have no authority, you cannot
override the constitution, if I do not receive within 24 hours a letter of dismissal and letters stating
that all involved in this SEC crime have been fired I will exercises my additional rights of abolishment
and abolish all SEC treasonest involved.
Robert Wilson
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Dear Judge Grimes:
Please see the attached courtesy copy of the letter, exhibits, and certificate of service that the
Division of Enforcement filed this afternoon with the Commission’s Office of the Secretary in
this matter.
Preethi Krishnamurthy
Senior Trial Counsel
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission

New York Regional Office
Brookfield Place
200 Vesey Street, Suite 400
New York, NY 10281-1022

